
 

Job Description 
Our vision: Creating opportunities and changing lives 

 

Job title: Administration Apprentice 

Team: Sovini Waste Solutions (Carroll House) 

Directorate: Sovini Waste 

Responsible to: Office Manager 

Responsible for: N/A 

Job Purpose 

• The role will be based within our office in Sovini Waste Yard. Daily tasks will involve being the 

communication link for our transport department to other areas of the business and customers of Sovini 

Waste via telephone, email, and MS teams. The role will also involve the monitoring and updating of a 

transportation journey planner, assisting the Office Manager in the efficient and professional delivery 

service offered to our clients. Other clerical tasks involved such as filing documentation, liaising, and 

scheduling inspections/repairs with agreed contractors.   

Key Objectives 

• Handling incoming telephone calls and emails, directed towards our transport department. 

• Maintain safe operations by adhering to safety procedures and regulations. 

• Update and edit the transport department journey planner, ensuring information is correct at all times. 

• Despatch and distribute orders accurately and efficiently. 

• Communicate with local contractors to facilitate arranged repairs and inspections and updating the transport diary 

accordingly. 

• Completing general administration tasks as directed by the Office Manager. 



 

• To operate the Waste Logics system without error and administer all transactions as per company 

guidelines. 

• To meet appraisal targets and support the delivery and achievement of overall business objectives. 

• To develop Sovini Group’s commitment to equality and diversity and to promote non-discriminatory 

practices in all aspects of work undertaken. 

• To adhere with section 7 of the Health and Safety at Work Act to take reasonable care of own health and 

safety and that of others who may be affected by their acts and omissions. 

• To complete coursework and set assignments required from our training provider to an excellent standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This job description is not intended to be an exhaustive list but to indicate the main responsibilities of the post. It will be reviewed 

periodically to take into account changes and developments in service requirements. 

Your Talents 

We’re confident that you can bring your expertise and experience that will help you excel at your job. What 

you need to show us is your drive for success, your passion for enjoying what you do, and your authentic 

approach in following up on what you promise. You will have courage to be different, and be enterprising 

because we never stand still! If you have a good idea or think that something will work better; tell us. We need 

input from every individual within the company at every level on what we do well, what we can improve and 

what ideas you might have to improve our services, building on our success and yours 


